3KEYS is a global T&T expert and has implemented projects in different countries, industries, and companies. **The bottom line:** Companies tend to massively underestimate the influence of T&T on their business. This could lead to dramatic consequences and potentially threaten critical business operations in the case of a compliance-based T&T introduction.

To set 3KEYS clients on the right track, our initial consulting product focuses on the first and the most important steps, questions, and lessons learned, so our clients can be well prepared to tackle their first T&T implementation.

"Zero Phase" answers the following questions:

- What is T&T?
- What do T&T requirements mean for the company’s business processes?
- How does T&T affect partners and the supply chain in general?
- What is a realistic timeline to implement T&T?
- What are the implementation options?
- What are the risks?
- What are the valid requirements for hardware and software solutions on the market?
- What are the benefits beyond compliance?

**Zero Phase**

HOW DOES TRACK & TRACE AFFECT YOUR BUSINESS PROCESSES AND YOUR WHOLE SUPPLY CHAIN?
As a result — your company will be well prepared for the partner selection process and T&T implementation project in general:

- T&T regulations will be clarified
- Impact on business processes and systems will be indicated
- Business processes’ gaps and risks will be detected
- Analysis of possible solutions will be made in order to cover risks and gaps

**Analysis outputs will be transformed into:**

**T&T PROJECT’S ROADMAP**

T&T PROJECT’S ROADMAP will be created with project timelines and preliminary costs estimation

**FUTURE IT LANDSCAPE**

FUTURE IT LANDSCAPE will be defined
1. PROJECT INTRODUCTION — WORKSHOP/WEBINAR
• In scope
• Out of scope
• Timing
• Client resource planning
• Project team structure
• Deliverables
• General Serialization and T&T overview

2. CURRENT MARKET REQUIREMENTS
• Code Content, DataMatrix
• Legal and regulatory Reporting
• Market Challenges

3. PROJECT EXECUTION
• AS-IS evaluation (10 MD)
  — Client Self-evaluation Questionaries (in advance)
  — Meetings with stream leads
  — Product physical flow/Legal flow
• TO BE Business processes (10 MD)
  — Fit-Gap Analysis (on process level)
  — Process mapping (BPM)
  — Future IT system landscape

4. RECOMMENDATIONS
• Solution proposal to cover GAPs
• Recommendations for Risk Mitigation
• High level roadmap for implementation + costs estimation overview

PROJECT REPORT
4 weeks. One senior consultant. The expertise of the whole company.

3KEYS is the most experienced company in Track & Trace worldwide, with an excellent understanding of regulations, processes, and solutions available on the market.

The 3KEYS team designs and delivers end-to-end Track & Trace and Serialization projects worldwide. It also provides consulting services for specific project phases, complex business environments, and different vendors’ solutions. Our team consists of experienced Senior Functional Consultants, Senior Solution Architects, and Solution Owners.

MITIGATE BUSINESS RISKS WITH A T&T EXPERT!

Who we are

3KEYS GmbH is a dedicated Serialization and Track & Trace consulting company with several proprietary products. We operate globally with a focus on Level 4 T&T projects.